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A note from the editor
Welcome again to all Canberra Survey Corps Association members and I hope that you enjoy
this issue of our newsletter. Our Association’s only activity since the last newsletter, to
celebrate the 101st birthday of the formation of the Australian Survey Corps (Permanent) on 1
July 1915, is reported in this issue.
Thank you to those who have contributed to this newsletter, in particular John Mobbs with his
crossword and work with the Faces of the Corps. But I make another plea to you all to add to
our collective record (written, pictures or audio) of who, what, how, where and why the
Survey Corps did what it did for more than 80 years. Also most welcome are ‘postcards’ of
what you are doing now, what is now happening with military survey and anything else of
professional or personal interest.
Regards
Peter Jensen
Editor
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Royal Australian Survey Corps Birthday 1 July 2016
Contribution by Charlie Watson

This year’s Survey Corps birthday was 101 years since the Australian Survey Corps (Permanent
Forces) was formed on 1st July 1915. The birthday also marked 20 years since the Corps was
integrated into the Royal Australian Engineers on 1st July 1996.
Fourteen members enjoyed the birthday lunch together at the regular venue, the Kingston
Hotel. Those attending were: Charlie Watson, Martin Lyons, Natalie Lyons, Dawn Laing, John
Gregs, Rob McHenry, Ross Jenkins, Owen Moss, John Bullen, Steve Cooper, Gary Drummond,
Peter Ralston, Peter Demaine and Rea Hledik (Steve couldn’t get away from Army
Headquarters where he is doing 12 months on Continuous Full-Time Service). Another twelve
members sent apologies: Greg Tolcher, Roger Rees, Steve White, Peter Jensen, Mark
Heinrich, Roger Hancock, David Miles, John Mobbs (John was working for the 2 July federal
election), Duncan Burns, Andrew Caudle, Gary Sievers and Danny Galbraith.

Where is 1st Topographical Survey Squadron now?
By Peter Jensen

The Army’s survey organisation has changed since 1996 when the Royal Australian Survey
Corps was disbanded and Army’s remaining primary survey capability was integrated into
Royal Australian Engineers (RAE). The remaining operational survey sub-unit 1st
Topographical Survey Squadron was then under command Land Headquarters and later
engineer units but evolving capability structure has since changed with the Topographical
Squadron now a sub-unit of the 1st Intelligence Battalion, 6th Combat Support Brigade.
‘Survey’ officers and soldier specialists (‘geospatial’ by the contemporary name) remain
members of RAE with individual training conducted at School of Military Engineering –
Geomatic Engineering Wing. The core principles, knowledge and skills of geospatial science
are more closely aligned to the rigours of engineering and science than to the art of
intelligence. Army’s web-page http://www.army.gov.au/Our-people/Units/ForcesCommand/6th-Combat-Support-Brigade/1st-Intelligence-Battalion goes on to say “The unit
also has a rich heritage from the Royal Australian Survey Corps, Topographical support units
from World War 1 and the current 1st Topographical Survey Squadron.” I understand that the
squadron still wears the colour patch of 1st Topographical Survey Squadron, which was the
case when that unit was an RA Svy unit, with that direct link to the 1917/1918 Australian
Corps Topographical Section of the 1st Australian Imperial Force. I have also been told that
since East Timor 1999, the Topo Svy Sqn has been deployed on more active service and
peacekeeping operations than any other ADF unit.
Have we turned the full circle ? This organisational structure is similar to the military survey
organisation from 1910 and the next few decades, where for systematic mapping of Australia
the surveyors and draughtsman were members of Survey Section RAE(P) and Australian Survey
Corps (P) for discipline and administration but technical standards and work programs were
under control and supervision of firstly Intelligence Corps officers and then General Staff
intelligence officers.
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Vale
Lieutenant-Colonel Tom Grice RAE, Geospatial Officer. Tom was never a member of the
Royal Australian Survey Corps but he was a geospatial specialist with a passion for the
geospatial capability to be part of deployed forces at all levels. He was a member of the
Canberra Survey Corps Association. Tom passed away in June while posted to Headquarters
Joint Operations Command at Bungendore NSW. After graduating from RMC Duntroon in Dec
95, Tom spent four years in mainstream engineer appointments before studying Geographic
Information Systems at Queensland University of Technology as a prerequisite to a posting to
1st Topographical Survey Squadron as Projects Officer in 2001-2002. There he was key to
developing the field deployable Topographic Support System (TOPOSS). Tom returned to the
Topographical Squadron in 2009 as Officer Commanding before being promoted LieutenantColonel and posted to Defence Imagery and Geospatial Organisation from 2010 to 2014. He
deployed on active service in Iraq, Afghanistan and Middle East Region four times being away
from home and family for more than two and a half years. For his work on these operations
Tom was awarded the United States Bronze Star with Oak Leaf Cluster and the United States
Army Commendation Medal.
At his military funeral in Canberra, attended by hundreds of mourners including members of
the Survey Corps Association and serving members including Commander Joint Operations and
Head of Corps Engineers, Tom’s slouch hat on his coffin had the unit colour patch of 1st
Topographical Survey Squadron on the puggaree. He was eulogised as an officer of great
vision, innovative ideas, enthusiasm, persistence, energy, drive and leading by example
including a story of when Tom was commanding the Topographical Survey Squadron he
nominated a section for basic parachute training to develop a ‘para geo’ capability. He was
disappointed when the nominations weren’t supported by higher command.
Our sincere sympathies and condolences go to his wife and family including three teenage
children.

Postcards – people, events, what’s new etc
Compiled by the editor

The last Director of the Royal Australian Survey Corps, Colonel Simon Lemon, has been part
of an oral history project, co-ordinated by the National Library of Australia, on Australian
geosciences. Simon’s four interviews over two days (total nearly 5 hours) cover his early
life, all of his time in the Army and his retirement to date. Simon’s words are from both
his head and his heart and the collection is available on-line at http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj220548148/listen Session 4 covering the period 1991-1997 is particularly instructive as
Simon explains: the climate and pressures for savings within Army and Defence; emerging
digital survey, mapping, intelligence and combat systems and the impact of these on the
survey organisation; and reasons for higher command decisions leading to reshaping the
‘survey’ capability in Defence and Army and ultimately RA Svy integration into RAE in 1996.
I believe that Simon’s interview is the most complete and informed historical record of
that period of the Royal Australian Survey Corps and I commend it to you all.

The National Bulletins of Survey Corps Associations (1965-1989) are being digitised and
published on the http://www.rasurvey.org/actindex.html The bulletins are rich in
information about Second World War people, units and operations but also include reports
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of officer postings and survey units in the period late-1960s to 1989. These include
wartime operations in Vietnam, international survey and mapping operations from Papua
New Guinea, Indonesia to the South West Pacific Area and national and military survey
operations in Australia.

Paul Pearson is retiring, for a second time (30 June I think), having most recently been
applying his expert project management knowledge and skills to the Joint Strike Fighter
project. Paul is seen quite regularly exercise-walking around the Belconnen/Jamieson
township areas.

Mark Heinrich has (or will very soon) retired from the APS and his position of Chief of Staff
to the Chief Defence Scientist. Good luck to you Mark after serving the nation for nearly
40 years (23 years in uniform – 17 years RA Svy, 6 years RAE – and nearly 15 years in the
Australian Public Service). The Office of the Chief Defence Scientist won’t let Mark out of
its clutches for too long hoping that he will do some project work in his spare time.

As a little aside from the Survey Corps Nominal Roll, I would like to identify who is the last
former Royal Australian Survey Corps officer and soldier serving in the Australian Regular
Army. The officer may be Colonel Shaun Hoffman. The former survey soldier is a little
harder to identify as he/she may be in the ranks or he/she may have been commissioned
since 1 Jul 96. AWAITING YOUR ASSISTANCE…………..pajmjensen@gmail.com

Comments from members about items in previous newsletters:



‘Survey Operations TPNG 1962-1965’ - Bryan Henshaw’s father served in LSM Vernon
Sturdee in Vietnam a few years later
‘How time flies – do we still need a leap second ?’ - Peter Presser’s son works with
aeronautical engineering design and testing. He noted the dependence and
interdependence of modern aircraft systems on accurate, precise and synchronised
timing

The Australian Geodetic Datum 1966 (AGD66), which was lauded worldwide as a great
scientific achievement and implementation of a local astro-geodetic datum, is 50 years old
this year - see http://xnatmap.org/adnm/docs/2013/agd66.htm It’s replacement, the
Geodetic Datum Australia 1994, is on the move again, to the Geodetic Datum Australia
2020 and the Australian Terrestrial Reference Frame 2023. This will bring the Australian
geodetic system in line with the International Terrestrial Reference Frame and WGS84
which is used by GPS. It is nearly 30 years since RA Svy decided that the future military
survey and mapping geospatial reference system lay with the evolution of WGS84.

Bob Skitch won the ‘draw’ to be nominated as the Survey Corps Associations’ Vietnam
veteran member to attend the event at the Australian War Memorial on 17th August 2016 as
part of the commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Long Tan. Clive
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Craddon from WA also wished to attend, but unfortunately only one nomination was
allowed. Bob was the first Officer Commanding Det 1st Topo Svy Tp, for 12 months from
May 1966, and remembers very well events as they unfolded on the day of the battle (18th
August 1966) only five kilometres from the Australian Task Force main-base at Nui Dat.
Bob’s recall of that day is in his story at http://rasurvey.org/Viet/Part%202.pdf page 40.

Australian Survey Corps member profile - Captain FG
Medcalf DSO, 11th Infantry Battalion, 1st AIF and 4th Field
Survey Company, Second World War
By Peter Jensen with the photo contribution by John Mobbs

[Note: I happened across a story of Captain Medcalf by accident – another serendipitous
moment - while I perusing Google images of ‘Royal Australian Survey Corps’ looking for
something about survey marks and noticed that I had a record for him on the Corps Nominal
Roll.]
1048/W29121 Captain Ferdinand George MEDCALF, licensed surveyor from Claremont, Perth,
WA, enlisted as a 25 year old private soldier in the Western Australian 11th Australian Infantry
Battalion, 1st AIF, on 6 October 1914. On 25 April 1915, he landed predawn in the first wave
on Gallipoli with A and C Companies as part of the covering force of 3rd Infantry Brigade.
Amongst all of the confusion of the first day he served as observer with his battalion
Commanding Officer - Major Brockman. He was wounded in action three days later, gunshot
wound through the fleshy part of the arm, but he soon returned to duty. His leadership
qualities were soon recognised being promoted to Corporal in May 1915, then Sergeant and
appointed Second Lieutenant acting Company Commander on Gallipoli in July 1915. By early
July only 69 of his original battalion remained at Gallipoli. In September he was evacuated
sick to Egypt but rejoined his unit at Gallipoli a month later and then withdrew with 11th
Battalion to Egypt in November 1915. That he survived Gallipoli is an amazing story from the
events told in http://www.nationalanzaccentre.com.au/story/ferdinand-george-medcalf .
With 11th Battalion he arrived in France in April 1916 as a Captain Company Commander. Not
long after he led a successful large raid on German trenches being recommended for the
Military Cross for this action. On 25 July 1916 his battalion attacked Pozieres, suffering more
than 530 casualties of the 1000 strong battalion. Medcalf was one of them, being severely
wounded from shellfire. This was the worst casualty list of the 12 infantry battalions of 1st
Aust Division. For his gallantry and courage in this battle he was awarded the Distinguished
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Service Order. He was also Mentioned-in-Despatches of the Commander British Expeditionary
Force. After initial medical treatment in France he was evacuated to England where he was
assessed as medically unfit for service. He was repatriated to Australia and his appointment
was terminated.
After the war he married his pre-war fiancée and moved to Albany where he returned to
practise surveying, working all over the state. During the depression he went farming as
there was little need for surveyors, but he returned to the profession in the early-1930s.
Early in the Second World War he was appointed Captain serving as a Staff Officer on
Headquarters Western Command and later with 4 Field Survey Company, based in Perth WA.
In the book Lebanon to Labuan, Brig Fitzgerald mentioned that Captain Medcalf led a party
“to measure a baseline at Gascoyne Junction and, with astro-observations for latitude and
longitude, established a new origin for co-ordinates for further triangulation to the north.”
When the priority for wartime mapping of Western Australia declined, Captain Medcalf then
nearly 55 years old, was discharged from service on 30 November 1943. After the war he was
active in the 4 Field Survey Company Old Comrades Association.
He again resumed his surveying business retiring more than 20 years later in 1967. He was a
Fellow of the Institution of Surveyors. He suffered a stroke and passed away in February
1969, aged 80 years. He is buried in the Albany Cemetery.

Mapping of Sarawak 1966 Indonesian-Malaysian
confrontation – return of 4RAR members 50 years later
By Peter Jensen

In early-March I received an email from a son of Brigadier Rod Curtis (Retd) MC. As platoon
commander 9 Pl C Coy 4RAR in Sarawak during the Indonesian-Malaysian confrontation in
1966, Lieutenant Curtis was awarded the Military Cross for his command in a contact on 15
Jun 66 in blocking an Indonesian Army patrol which had entered Sarawak and was attempting
to return to Kalimantan, Republic of Indonesia, less than two kilometres from the contact. A
9 Pl soldier was awarded a Military Medal for his part in that action.
His son was taking his father back to the scene of the action, now 50 years later in June. He
gave me a grid reference of the location of the contact, taken from the platoon commander’s
diary and after-action report, and what he thought was a map sheet number. He wanted
information about the map datum. At the National Library of Australia (NLA) I found the map
series T735 Sarawak 1:50,000 topographic maps which had been produced by Land and
Surveys Department Malaysia in conjunction with UK Directorate of Overseas Surveys and 84
Survey Squadron Royal Engineers (RE), Far-East Land Forces (FARELF). Edition 4 produced in
1965 was overprinted by 84 Svy Sqn in 1966 for Edition 5 which was probably the map used by
4RAR at that time.
At NLA I found the book Our secret war: the 4th Battalion the Royal Australian Regiment
defending Malaysia against Indonesian confrontation 1965-67, by Brian Avery, McCrae VIC
Slouch Hat Publications 2001 (Avery was platoon commander 10 Pl C Coy 4RAR in Sarawak);
the “secret war” referred to codename CLARET operations which were national security
classified TOP SECRET. CLARET were cross-border patrols, pursuits, ambushes, artillery and
mortar fire. Secrecy was never compromised and CLARET only became public knowledge 30
years later. I was able to match the grid reference of the contact at GR934578 from the
platoon commander’s diary, to the terrain description in the book and the detail on the map.
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The base map was produced on the TIMBALAI 1948 datum with the Netherlands East Indies
Equatorial Zone grid printed in blue. I converted the grid reference to the map datum
latitude and longitude then to WGS84 latitude and longitude then to rectangular coordinates
WGS84 UTM and WGS84 MGRS for use with GPS equipment which would be used by the 2016
group to help navigate. I compared the Google Earth terrain at the computed WGS84
coordinates finding that the terrain was a fair match with that on the 1:50,000 map.
At last notice the tour group had grown to about a dozen including pre-teenager
grandchildren and former platoon members. I suggested that a reconnaissance with local
guides might be a good idea before the group headed off into the very difficult terrain and
vegetation.

The contact was near the ridgeline track intersection at GR934578
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Note:
To a large extent map detail on the Sarawak 1:50,000 maps on the Indonesian side of the
border was very sparse. It was only four years after this 4RAR contact that Operation
MANDAU 1970 was conducted jointly by Indonesian Army Jantop, 2 Field Survey Squadron RA
Svy, 84 Survey Squadron RE and RAF Aerial Photography Unit, to establish the survey
network and to acquire the mapping photography for topographic mapping of Indonesian
Kalimantan Barat. An article about Op MANDAU is in
http://www.rasurvey.org/actindex.html Newsletters & Archives, No 7 National Bulletin Svy
Corps Assocs 1971 page32.

Tall tales and true – a flight below sea level
By Peter Jensen

Flying below sea-level is unavoidable for anyone arriving at Amsterdam’s International
Airport Schiphol as that airport is 11 feet below mean sea level. But to fly below sea level in
Australia is a little more rare.
In early-April 1982 a young Aviation Corps Pilatus Porter (short take-off and landing aircraft)
pilot waited for me at RAAF Edinburgh near Adelaide for a cross-Australia flight to Arnhem
Land to do the administrative and initial technical reconnaissance for Operation Nervose 1982
which was to be conducted by 4 Field Survey Squadron in the middle of that year. The
objective of the first phase of Nervose was to establish survey control for the 1:50,000
military mapping program in the north-east corner of Northern Territory. This means of
getting to Arnhem Land was Plan B with Plan A being a commercial flight to Darwin then the
Porter from there. In the event, the aircraft allocated was based in Townsville and was on its
way home from a task in Perth, so the dog-leg via Adelaide was it.
I was not particularly looking forward to the long two day flight in the confine of the small
cockpit, but the pilot did have a special cushion for me to make it a bit more comfortable.
Just the two of us departed early in the morning with our first refuel stop at Leigh Creek.
There the pilot asked me if it was okay to remove the cockpit doors as he wanted to do some
tactical flying training – that meant to fly below sea level across Lake Eyre North. I think it
was a bucket-list thing for pilots. So off we went at about 500 feet heading to our next
refuel stop at Oodnadatta following the old Ghan railway line past Marree then a deviation
north-west to Lake Eyre South and on to Lake Eyre North.
Arriving at the white salt expanse of the south-west bay of Lake Eyre North the pilot called
flight service for the Oodnadatta area QNH (altimeter setting so that the indicated altitude is
the height above mean sea level). I think he may have told them that we were going below
500 feet (well below) and he adjusted the Search and Rescue time of our expected arrival at
Oodnadatta. Our track was about north-west and at that time of late morning on the blue
sky day the pilot could see the aircraft shadow on the salt over his left shoulder – he was
flying from the left seat. By then we were about 200 feet altitude and with the only horizon
being the hazy blue-white (sky-salt) interface for 360 degrees and absolutely nothing else to
give any indication of height, distance or orientation. That year was a dry one for the lake.
The pilot said that he would keep us above the salt by watching the gap between the left
wheel and its shadow on the salt and also that he would keep an eye on the attitude indicator
to make sure we were straight and level. My job was to watch the real horizon, the compass
bearing and the altimeter to say when we were below sea-level (altimeters don’t have zero
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altitude stops on them). And so after the pilot setup for low-slow flight we descended slowly
to an indicated altitude of below minus 20 feet (the lowest point of the lake is 49 feet below
sea level) with the pilot estimating that we were 2-3 foot above the surface of the salt.
From the lake we went on to Oodnadatta to refuel, once again following the old-Ghan
railway, then on to Alice Springs for overnight. That night we were two of the few people in
the casino who were wearing shoes!! The second day was via fuel stops at Tennant Creek and
Borroloola then on to Nhulunbuy eastern Arnhem Land arriving there mid-afternoon.
Our two day crossing of the continent was much more scenic and exciting than the return
commercial flight from Darwin to Adelaide. What would a tourist pay for that trip today?

Faces of the Corps Crossword #3 - WHAT’S IN A NAME?
By John Mobbs

Solution for Crossword #2

Faces of the Corps Crossword #3 – DIGGING DEEPER
Alas, all of the easy names have already been visited! The clues may be trickier now.
You’ll need knowledge of food brands, basic surveying, politics, weights and measures,
Corps history, the nags, geography, the double entendre, some German and much
more!
Identify the Corps identities or something in the titles and use them, with the cryptic
clues, to populate your crossword.
Print your protests neatly on the back of a $50 note and post to my home address!
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(Answer in the next edition)
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Our Association Calendar 2016 – the fridge magnet
September – October

Golf Day (SNAGA)

Fri 11th November

Remembrance Day dinner

November

Visit to Aust Army Museum of Mil Engineering (on a Saturday)

December

Christmas drinks
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